AAIS Updates: 3 August 2021

Aerospace Solar Adoption Report 2021, 31 August
2021
AAIS has partnered with JTC to publish an inaugural report on the adoption of solar energy
by the Singapore aerospace industry. The report presents the gains from implementing
solar energy, as part of our wider sustainability efforts. It also provides an important
baseline, for monitoring solar adoption in the coming years.
Join us for the Launch of the Singapore Aerospace Industry Solar Adoption Report
2021! Discover the interesting and surprising quantitative and qualitative insights garnered
from our survey of aerospace companies in Singapore. Find out about how you can save on
energy bills and be part of a greener future through the JTC Solar Deployment
programmes.

Register here

Postponement of Aerospace Partners Golf
Tournament to 29 October 2021
Singapore will exit Phase 2 (HA) measures just two days before the original 2021 APGT
date of 20 Aug 2021. With the fluid situation, the organising committee has decided to
postpone the event to Friday, 29 October 2021. We do understand that Golf is still
possible on 20th August but it is rather restrictive. So in the interests of safety and
ultimately the enjoyment of participants, we have pro-actively chosen to delay for a short
period. No action is needed on your part and we will update you closer to the event. We
appreciate your support and look forward to seeing you on the course on 29 October
2021.
– APGT Organising Committee

Highlights

Aviation Grand Prix, 19 August 2021, 5pm
Witness the world's first ever drone race inside an aircraft hangar with racing
drones zipping past at insane speeds. Singapore's fastest pilots will compete in this arena
for a grand prize and a coveted title. D1 Aviation Grand Prix 2021 will host professionals
from the aviation industry and this will be a great chance for in-person networking after a
long hiatus. Guest-of-honour: MOS Alvin Tan. Don't hesitate to procure your tickets
now, as limited places are available.

Register here

IATA Financial Advocacy, 5 August 2021, 11am
In this webinar for business leaders and finance managers, Ms Winnifred Yoong,
Assistant Director for Payment and Distribution at IATA, will share how IATA is
currently supporting the global aviation/aerospace industry with IATA Financial Systems.
She will highlight case examples of aerospace companies using IATA Financial Systems to
handle collection and settlement of their invoices with their airline customers and MRO
partners. This allows improved risk management and prediction of cash flows.
IATA's standardized and simplified invoicing, reporting and safe systems have been
accepted and used by thousands of stakeholders around the world such as airlines, travel
agents, airports, suppliers, government agencies etc. IATA promotes industry standard
processes leveraging EDI connectivity so that the industry does not have to face nonstandard invoices and reports.

Register here

AviAsian Conference 2021, 26-27 August 2021
The AviAsian Conference, scheduled to take place on 26 to 27 August 2021, is jointly
organised by the Singapore Aviation Academy (SAA) and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University (ERAU). We are pleased to share that the organisers are extending a special
discount for our partners and business associates to participate in the upcoming
Conference,
Please register with your corporate email via these links below to enjoy S$25 off
the regular conference fees. The fees and links to register are as follows:
Virtual Delegate@ S$25 (plus 7% GST)
Delegate (in-person at SAA)@ S$100 (plus 7% GST)
For event enquiry, please email asia.pet@erau.edu.

See Agenda here

Register here as Virtual

Register here as In-Person

Delegate

Delegate

Recent Activities

AI and Ethics in Aviation
Michael Daniel, Member of AAIS Panel of Experts & MD at Aviation Insight and Dr Bicky
Bhangu, President – Southeast Asia, Pacific & South Korea at Rolls-Royce gave their take
on how the industry should develop and adopt an AI ethical framework – from both a
regulatory and safety perspective, and from the point of view of achieving the desired
outcomes of deploying AI. This event was co-organised by AAIS and SGInnovate on 26 July
2021.

View recording

ICCAIA 2nd Asia Briefing: Intro to ICAO Regional
Office
At ICCAIA’s 2nd Asia briefing on 29 July 2021, Regional Officer Anam Nazmul explained
the 3 fora driving the Office’s key activities: APANPIRG – air navigation planning and
implementation, RASG-APAC – aviation safety, and RASCF – aviation security. Parakrama
Dissanayake then spoke on the 5 regional technical cooperation programmes for
operational safety and continuing airworthiness. Anam concluded the briefing by explaining
how ICCAIA members could connect with the activities of ICAO APO.

View Recording

Upcoming Industry Activities

IATA Financial Advocacy
Aug 5, 2021
(11 AM - 12 PM)
(GMT+8)
In this webinar for business leaders and finance managers,
Ms Winnifred Yoong, Assistant Director for Payment and
Distribution at IATA, will introduce how IATA is currently
supporting the global aviation/aerospace industry with
IATA Financial Systems.

IATA’s standardized and simplified invoicing, reporting and
safe systems have been accepted and used by thousands of
stakeholders around the world such as airlines, travel
agents, airports, suppliers, government agencies etc. IATA
promotes industry standard processes leveraging EDI
connectivity so that the industry does not have to face nonstandard invoices and reports.

Winnifred will highlight how some aerospace companies are
using IATA Financial Systems to handle collection and
settlement of their invoices with their airline customers and
MRO partners. This allows improved risk management and
prediction of cash flows.

Learn more

Register

Aviation Grand Prix
Aug 19, 2021
(5 PM - 7:30 PM)
(GMT+8)

ITE College Central
Singapore 567720, Singa...

Witness the world’s first ever drone race inside an aircraft
hangar with racing drones zipping past at insane speeds.
Singapore’s fastest pilots will compete in this arena for a
grand prize and a coveted title. D1 Aviation Grand Prix 2021
will host professionals from the aviation industry and this
will be a great chance for in-person networking after a long
hiatus.

Learn more

Register

Launch of the Singapore Aerospace Industry
Solar Adoption Report 2021
Aug 31, 2021
(11 AM - 12 PM)
(GMT+8)
A silver lining of the pandemic has been the growing global
momentum for industries and countries to "build back
better" as they recover from the economic fallout. For
Singapore, investments in sustainability are a matter of
survival. As a low-lying island state, it is threatened by
rising seas and temperatures in the years ahead. Given this,
the government had launched the Singapore Green Plan
2030 in February 2021, as a whole-of-nation sustainable
development agenda.
A critical part of the effort is the switch to greener energy,
as power generation accounts for close to 40% of
Singapore’s total emissions. In this context, AAIS has
partnered with JTC to publish an inaugural report on solar
adoption by the aerospace industry. The report aims to

provide a glimpse of the industry’s sustainability efforts,
with a specific focus on the gains from implementing solar
energy. It will also provide an important baseline, with
which we can monitor the progress of the industry’s solar
adoption in the coming years.
Join us for this webinar and Launch of the Singapore
Aerospace Industry Solar Adoption Report 2021! Discover
the interesting and surprising quantitative and qualitative
insights garnered from our survey of aerospace companies
in Singapore. Find out about how you can save on energy
bills and be part of a greener future for the industry through
the JTC Solar Deployment programmes!

Learn more

Register

Upcoming Courses

PROBITAS AS 9100:2016 Rev
D Lead Auditor Training

Introduction to Pyrometry
AMS2750F *Revised dates*

Date: 23 to 27 Aug 2021
Type: Classroom Learning

Date: 2 & 3 September 2021
Type: Classroom Learning
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Certified Quality Engineer for
Aerospace (CQEA) *2nd intake*
Date: From 14 September 2021
Type: Classroom Learning

NDT Level II - Penetrant
Inspection Applications for
Aerospace Mfg Qualification
Date: 25 to 28 October 2021
Type: Classroom & Practical Training
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Explore our Services

Find out more

Day Pass for Runway21 Serviced Office
Need a temporary workspace at Seletar Aerospace Park?
You can now purchase a day pass for Runway21 serviced
office at JTC Aviation Two Business Centre, subject to a
limited capacity.
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